A large body of work in the social sciences relies on proxy variables to capture the influence of an unobserved regressor. Assuming that measurement error is well approximated by a classical model implying bias toward the null, proxies that explain a larger amount of variance in the regression are routinely preferred. I show how this reasoning can mislead, examining a widely used predictor of student achievement: the self-reported number of books at home. Underreporting by low achievers and endogeneity of parental inputs both contribute an upward bias, large enough to overturn the classical attenuation result and lead to spurious inferences. The findings serve as a caution against overreliance on standard assumptions and cast doubt on predictive power as a criterion for proxy selection.
I. Introduction
In the years leading up to 1915, Charles Elmer Holley, a doctoral candidate at the University of Illinois, surveyed students and their parents in high schools throughout the state. In his thesis submitted that year and issued as a Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education the following, he wrote:
If a person wished to forecast, from a single objective measure, the probable educational opportunities which the children of a home have, the best measure would be the number of books in the home. (Holley 1916, p. 100) His conclusion was based on cross-tabulations and bivariate correlations involving offspring's years of schooling and various family characteristics. Holley granted that his data were likely not without errors of observation, but believed that the consequence would be "nearly that of pure chance, though this may be proved otherwise if carefully investigated" (p. 17).
Measurement of parental background is crucial in research on educational production, skill formation, and socioeconomic differences in achievement (Björklund and Salvanes 2011 , Hanushek and Woessmann 2011 , Heckman and Mosso 2014 . Virtually without exception, methodological literature on proxy variables departs from some version of the 'classical' model where error is treated as Gaussian noise, or more recently, the weaker assumption that it is nondifferential: unrelated to regression residuals. It is well known that such error will lead to a bias toward the null, in the classical case as a simple function of the ratio of noise to total variance (Griliches 1986 ).
Guided by this heuristic, researchers often deliberately seek proxies that account for the largest amount of variance in the dependent variable, with the implication that they more closely track the attributes proxied for, are more reliably reported, or both. Mostly this practice is implicit, but formal arguments are found in Leamer (1983) and Lubotsky and Wittenberg (2006) .
In this context, the number of books in the home (henceforth, NBH) has gained considerable popularity,1 especially in surveys involving school children who may have difficulties reporting their parents' education or income. Hanushek and Woessmann (2011, p. 117) describe NBH as "a powerful proxy for the educational, social, and economic background of the students' families".
It is one of few socioeconomic status (SES) indicators consistently available across international student assessments, and has been a staple of these surveys since their inception (Thorndike 1973) . Interestingly, the perception that children are able to report reliably on NBH stems not so much from direct evidence as from the strong associations noted already by Holley. In this vein, Hanushek and Woessmann (2011, p. 117) recommend NBH as a catch-all for socioeconomic background "not only because cross-country comparability and data coverage are superior . . . but also because books at home are the single most important predictor of student performance in most countries". A 100-page methodological monograph on the subject recently issued by the IEA and the Educational Testing Service (ETS) similarly urged survey organizers to include those measures "that show the highest association with achievement in terms of explained variance", 1 As of this article's writing, a search for "number of books [at/in the] home" returned over 3,500 results in Google's Scholar database, two thirds of which were penned in the last decade. These writings span the social sciences including economics, psychology, sociology, and educational research. The claim that NBH is the "single most important" predictor of achievement is a reoccurring one (Algan, Cahuc, and Shleifer 2011 , Ammermueller and Pischke 2009 , Hanushek and Woessmann 2011 , Peterson and Woessmann 2007 , Schütz, Ursprung, and Woessmann 2008 . The strong associations have also been reported in popular media, influencing public discourse (e.g., The New York Times, 2011 Times, , 2015a . Evidence on cross-country differences, peer effects, or the impact of tracking drawing on self-report NBH is cited in handbook chapters by Betts (2011) , Epple and Romano (2011) , and Hanushek and Woessmann (2011) . A selective bibliography includes Algan, Cahuc, and Shleifer (2013) , Ammermueller (2007 Ammermueller ( , 2013 , Ammermueller and Pischke (2009) , Brunello and Checchi (2007) , Brunello, Weber, and Weiss (2015) , De Witte and Kortelainen (2013) , Ferreira and Gignoux (2014) , Freeman, Machin, and Viarengo (2010) , Freeman and Viarengo (2014) , Fuchs and Woessmann (2007) , Jürges, Schneider, and Büchel (2005) , Martins and Veiga (2010) , Ohinata and van Ours (2013) , Peterson and Woessmann (2007) , Raitano and Vona (2013) , Schneeweis and Winter-Ebmer (2007) , Schütz et al. (2008) , Waldinger (2006), and Woessmann (2003) .
identifying NBH as "the strongest predictor of achievement . . . across the different studies and subject areas investigated" (Brese and Mirazchiyski 2013, pp. 98-99) .
A related example of reliance on classical assumptions is Ammermueller and Pischke (2009) who, in their important work on classroom peer effects, draw on separate reports by students and parents in the Progress in International Reading Literacy Study (PIRLS) to correct for attenuation in NBH. Employing a standard instrumental variable (IV) solution, they see their estimates triple in size. Reflecting much of the literature, they discuss mean reversion (negative correlation between the error and true values) as a potential threat to identification, but do not take issue with the assumption of nondifferentiality underlying nearly all methodological work. Their attention to measurement error is stressed as a key contribution, a sentiment echoed in a literature review by Epple and Romano (2011) .
Revisiting the PIRLS data, I develop a method to decompose the bias in self-reported books allowing for a rich error structure. I find that much of the measure's association with achievement appears driven by differential misreporting, with low achievers tending to underestimate the number. An additional source of endogeneity is reciprocal causation, as parents acquire more books for students who are better readers. The resulting upward bias is severe enough to eclipse attenuation from random noise, and lead to a net bias of unpredictable direction and magnitude.
Implications are similar to those of any standard endogeneity problem, but with the exception that IV is generally not a solution: the critical error is both endogenous and mean reverting, biasing IV and OLS estimates alike (Kane, Rouse, and Staiger 1999) .
These findings illustrate the need for researchers to check and justify, on a casewise basis, the conditional independence assumptions used in dealing with proxy variables and measurement error. They also raise concerns about a recent proposal by Lubotsky and Wittenberg (2006) on how to extract structural parameters when several proxies for an unobserved regressor are available. The Lubotsky-Wittenberg procedure generalizes the practice of maximizing variance explained to the case of multiple indicators. Such an approach is going to prove useful if there are strong reasons to assume nondifferentiality in each measure. Usually this assumption is invoked as a matter of routine, however, suggesting that the 'optimal' weighting might capitalize on chance violations of it.
One reason why researchers have often been reluctant to assess differential error might be a belief that the assumption is untestable. I show that this is misguided: much can be learned from information about the predominant direction of error, or differences along auxiliary variables that are unrelated to the regressor of interest. In the setting studied here, gender differences in reported books provide such an example because gender is strongly correlated with reading achievement at young ages but not with student background. Applying this method corroborates the main results, but also suggests that student reports of parental education is subject to the opposite error -low achievers tend to exaggerate this variable, biasing associations further downward -while use of parental occupation largely avoids these problems.
In what follows, Section II provides further background on NBH and related proxies. Section III details the formal framework guiding the analysis. Section IV introduces the data and inspects NBH through a series of simple checks which, if followed, would have prevented its misuse.
Section V describes and applies a method to decompose the bias from student-reported data allowing for arbitrary error, as well as error of a known structure in the validation reports by parents (motivated below). Section VI concludes by drawing lessons for the study of socioeconomic achievement gaps and research using survey-reported proxy variables more generally.
II. Background and Previous Literature
This section describes the background and uses of NBH; the general problem of differential measurement error is discussed in greater detail in the next.
Associations between family background and student achievement are a matter of concern for policymakers, scholars, and the general public. A widely espoused ideal holds that a person's chances to get ahead should depend not on accidents of birth but rather on talent and hard work. As early achievement is a strong determinant of later economic success, compensating for differences that are present at this stage, thereby 'leveling the playing field', is an important objective. Recent international learning assessments have spurred research in this field by increasing the amount of available data.2 This research relies on proxies such as parents' education, income, or -as herehome library to capture the various parental inputs that are thought to matter.
Because crude associations partly reflect mechanisms that are not feasible or desirable to eliminate (inherited differences in ability, for example), a common strategy is to focus on variation in associations to draw conclusions of relevance to policymakers. As Hanushek and Woessmann (2011, p. 123) state: "lacking obvious reasons to assume that natural transmission differs across countries, cross-country comparisons can be interpreted in terms of differences in the extent to which societies achieve more or less equal educational opportunities". In addition to the underlying processes being invariant, we also have to assume that the relationship between the proxy and its proxand(s) is stable, and that measurement quality does not differ markedly across contexts.
Most discussions of measurement error rely, implicitly or explicitly, on the classical assumptions that the error is mean zero, normally distributed, and uncorrelated with true values as well as all other variables in the model. These assumptions greatly simplify estimation. If signal-to-noise ratios are constant, for example, relative comparison of coefficient sizes will be unaffected by error (Jerrim and Micklewright 2014) . This applies to descriptive evidence across countries, student ages, or outcome domains (Woessmann 2003 , Schütz, Ursprung, and Woessmann 2008 , Martins and Veiga 2010 , and to estimated intervention effects (Waldinger 2006 , Brunello and Checchi 2007 , Ammermueller 2013 ). The classical model or nondifferential error restriction more generally is also crucial to conventional methods of bias correction (Bound, Brown, and Mathiowetz 2001) , and to the identification of social interaction effects (Epple and Romano 2011) .
The quality of social background variables collected from students has been an active research area at least since the 1970s (e.g., Mason et al. 1976 ). This literature, focusing mostly on parents' education and occupation, concluded that while education is often reported with considerable error, students as young as ten are able to report their parents' occupation with some accuracy (Looker 1989) . More recent research substantiates these findings (Jerrim and Micklewright 2014, Engzell and Jonsson 2015) . A separate research strand has explored measures based on household items, with somewhat mixed results (Traynor and Raykov 2013 A handful of studies indicate that parent-student agreement on NBH is low, but fail to reconcile this with the sizeable outcome associations usually estimated (Jürges and Schneider 2007 , Rutkowski and Rutkowski 2010 , Jerrim and Micklewright 2014 . Jürges and Schneider (2007, p. 421) argue that if either source was less reliable it "should have a smaller correlation with the dependent variable" which they note is not the case. The most careful validation to date is by Jerrim and Micklewright (2014) who show that regression estimates using NBH are quite volatile depending on the source of reporting and advise caution. They discuss differential error, but conclude (erroneously) that if "more able children provide better reports . . . a [further] downward impact on the estimate" will result (p. 780, cf. Kreuter et al. 2010 ).
The research referenced here obviously differs in assumptions from a related literature that has drawn on longitudinal data and explicitly modeled the endogeneity of parental inputs such as books (e.g., Cunha, Heckman, and Schennach 2010) . One reason why exogeneity has seemed plausible in the cross-sectional case is that the item used typically refers to the total amount of books in the home,3 unlike longitudinal studies that tend to track children's books specifically.
So, for example, Ammermueller (2007, p. 247) argues that, along with parents' education and country of origin, "books at home . . . are unlikely to change over time and may serve as a good proxy for prior inputs". An important lesson in the following is that even if books were exogenous, student self-reports would still be endogenous because response errors are not random.
III. Formal Framework
The problem we are concerned with is to estimate the parameters in a regression of reading test scores on the number of books in the home. The issue of how NBH relates as a proxy to the underlying parent characteristics, while important, is beyond the scope of this paper so I will take for granted that in the absence of differential error, NBH would track the concept of student background we are after. Assuming Epy i |x i q " x i β we write the target regression:
where y is a test score and X a set of predictors including NBH, y and ε are column vectors of dimension n, X and β are of dimension nˆk and kˆ1, and one of the k columns (rows) is reserved for the intercept. As the books question is usually categorical ("0-10 books", "11-25 books", etc), to abstract from errors due to truncation or discretization we assume that the categories and not the underlying continuous variable are the target. Empirically, Epy i |x i q tends to be roughly linear in categories so NBH is often used as if it were a continuous variable.4 For parsimony this practice will be followed here, but the framework applies equally to a categorical (dummy variable) specification, with or without additional covariates.
In keeping with the literature, X in the regression above is assumed exogenous. This does not mean that the expectation function β has a direct causal interpretation, only that X does not change as a consequence of ε.5 While this is reasonable with proxies such as parental education or occupation, it is more problematic for NBH. It is easy to imagine that book consumption is a function not only of predetermined parental characteristics but also of the student's interest and aptitude in reading. We must therefore think of the variable as the number of books before the student came of reading age, or (more pedantically) the expected number of books at the time of survey, given parents' permanent characteristics. In reality, we observe not X but a noisy measure of a potentially endogenous variable:
where ξ is a stochastic component of books and η is a response error reflecting the fact that the student may be misinformed, miscomprehend the question, or otherwise state the wrong answer.
We write the total error as U " ξ`η, and contrary to common practice, we will not assume that U is unrelated to either X or ε. In this case, the ordinary least squares estimator equals (cf. Bound et al. 1994) :
Subtracting β from both sides and taking plims, the resulting bias becomes:
The right-hand side contains two terms. The first involves a kˆk matrix of stacked coefficient vectors that result from regressing each column of U on observed variables M, multiplied with´β.
Bar unusual circumstances, the bias from this expression is toward the null for any mismeasured regressor and similar to that from classical errors in variables. Indeed, if there is only one regressor and its error is unrelated to true values, it simplifies to the classical attenuation bias:
Mean reversion (negative correlation with true values) is subsumed in this term and, if present, will reduce attenuation.
The second expression involves two covariance terms ξ 1 ε and η 1 ε that relate each of the errors to the equation disturbance. Conventional measurement error models simply assume that this expression is nil; whether this is reasonable or not is exactly what we want to find out. The suspected sign on ξ 1 ε is perhaps obvious. Some books will be brought into the house by the student, either directly or indirectly, and that number is likely higher for a student with a gift for reading. If so, ξ 1 ε is positive and contributes an upward bias.
What to expect of η 1 ε is less obvious, but a useful starting point is to assume that low achieving students report less accurately. The direction of bias is then determined by whether under-or overreports dominate the error. There is previous evidence of overreporting or 'upgrading' in student reports of parental education (Kerckhoff, Mason, and Poss 1973) . If related to low achievement, this means that η 1 ε is negative and will contribute a downward bias. But for NBH, we might as well expect the opposite: a student with little ability or interest in reading would seem likely to underestimate the number for the simple reason that s/he is unaware of most books in the home. If so, η 1 ε is positive and will contribute an upward bias like ξ 1 ε.
In sum, error ridden regression estimates will be subject to bias toward the null due to the random component of error. Most discussions of measurement error stop there, and assume that such estimates will, in effect, be underestimates. But for NBH, this might be counteracted by the covariance terms ξ 1 ε and η 1 ε which are plausibly positive: part of the actual variation in books will be endogenous, and part of the variation in reported books might be endogenous if low achievers underestimate the number. The direction and size of the bias is therefore indeterminate and cannot, in general, be inferred from estimated error rates.
IV. Books at Home in PIRLS
The following section introduces the PIRLS data and documents two important descriptive findings. First, using parents as a benchmark, underreporting of NBH is much more common than its opposite, and clearly associated with reading achievement. Second, relying on gender as a quasi-instrument for achievement reveals that boys report lower values. The same gender pattern holds to a lesser extent for parent reports about children's, but not non-children's books, and generalizes to the older PISA students.
IEA has collected data on books from students and parents in PIRLS every five years since 2001. The 2011 round was carried out on school-based, random samples of fourth-grade students (age 10) in near 50 countries. A parent questionnaire (the "Learning to Read Survey") was administered in 45 countries, but with poor response rates (below 60%) in 5 of them. I focus on the remaining 40, a list of which is provided in Table 2 , all with parental response above 75%.
In these countries, a total 222,425 students were assessed. Restricting the analyses to complete cases, where both the student and parent reported, yields a sample of 197,387.
As a first approximation it is useful to assume that parent reports are, if not correct, then at least much more accurate. Parents will, as adults, be better at the cognitive tasks involved in responding. They will also be better informed because they, not the student, have brought most of the books into the house and will have some attachment to them. Finally, parents answer the survey at home which should lead to more accurate answers about the home environment. This assumption will be subject to a sensitivity analysis below. I also draw on exogenous variation in achievement due to student gender as an alternative source of validation. Table 1 shows the questions asked about NBH. While students are asked to estimate the total number of books, the parent questionnaire splits this item into "books" and "children's books".6
The parent, but not the student, questionnaire also includes questions about parents' education, 
A. Low Agreement between Students and Parents
I first revisit the low agreement found in previous studies on PIRLS data. Another concern is that the items asked are not identical. Therefore, I estimate a total number of books from the parent questionnaire by addition of midpoints (e.g., "101-200 books" and "51-100 children's books" will sum to ">200 books" as 150 + 75 = 225). This should improve agreement if questionnaire design were to explain the lack of it. Instead κ actually deteriorates somewhat, suggesting an explanation has to be sought elsewhere. Finally, Figure 1 , right panel, displays rank order correlations. This is a more appropriate metric for the children's books item where the categories are not comparable, and could also be important if students use a different factor to convert books into shelves than intended (see Table 1 ). These figures are higher, but still fall short of comparable estimates in the literature.8 The upshot is that low agreement on NBH cannot be accounted for by questionnaire differences or student age.
B. The Structure of Disagreement
The κ statistics around .20 in Figure 1 translate into a percentage agreement of about 40%, implying that 60% report a different category than their parent. In fact, there is no single country where a majority of reports agree. The direction of this disagreement is of some interest because of its implications for bias. As discussed above, if underreporting is more common among low achievers, the importance of books for achievement would be overstated in regression analyses that will pick up a positive term η 1 ε. To assess this, I estimate misreporting as the difference between student reports and the estimated total from parent reports (and ignore for now that this might also be endogenous due to a positive term ξ 1 ε).
Using pooled data, Figure 2 shows the probability that the student reports a higher or lower category than the parent ('over' and 'underreport') by the parent's category and the student's decile in the national achievement distribution. Student overreporting is a relatively rare phenomenon, except when parents report in one of the bottom two categories. In contrast, underreporting is much more common. For students of median achievement whose parents report in the middle ("26-100 books"), the probability of an underreport outweighs that of an overreport by a factor of three (.455 vs. .146).
Importantly, underreporting is clearly associated with reading achievement while overreporting is not. Focusing again on students whose parents report in the middle category ("26-100 books"), moving from the top to the bottom of the achievement distribution increases the probability of an underreport by a factor of 1.6 (.567 vs. .351). This difference is even starker in the category below ("11-25 books") with a factor of nearly two (.407 vs. .219). Taking into account the extent of disagreement -the number of categories by which reports differ -accentuates these patterns even further (results not shown).
C. Learning from Gender Differences
The above findings are suggestive of differential error but may be sensitive to the assumption that parents report correctly. They also obscure that parent reports likewise may be subject to endogeneity. While it is plausible to think that parents' reporting error, if any, does not depend on student achievement (so that η K ε), if there is endogeneity in actual books this would affect both sources through the term ξ 1 ε. As a way to test either type of endogeneity, I turn to an exogenous source of achievement: student's gender.9 Because this strategy does not rely on linking sources I am also able to examine PISA data, where parents are not asked about NBH.
Parents do not usually choose the gender of their child but girls outperform boys in reading throughout the school age. The reasons for this gap are disputed, but it is clear that it opens up at a very early age, and likely has some biological underpinnings (Baker and Milligan 2013 The results, reported as odds ratios in Figure 3 , are striking. In both PISA and PIRLS, girls tend to report a higher number of books, sometimes by a wide margin. The gender difference is consistent between the two surveys, but varies across countries. Differences in parent reports are of a lesser magnitude and confined to children's books. This supports the interpretation that student reports are twice endogenous, due both to endogenous inputs ξ 1 ε and differential misreporting η 1 ε. Finally, there is an opposite gender difference for student reports on parents'
education. This is consistent with the notion that low achievers are prone to exaggerate this variable, which would bias regression estimates further downward compared to the classical case.
V. A Bias Decomposition
Validation studies of survey reported data have paid considerable attention to the possibility of errors being correlated with true values, demographic characteristics, or across time (Bound et al. 2001 ). Attempts to test for differentiality are more rare, but an exception is Black, Sanders, and Taylor (2003) who consider errors in Census reported education in a model of earnings determination. Following Bound et al. (1994) , they show how to decompose bias from 9 Little evidence exists for a systematic correlation between parent ability or status and offspring gender; see the extensive discussion by Kolk and Schnettler (2013) and references therein. The leading theory in favour of one predicts male (female) biased sex ratios for high (low) status parents (Almond and Edlund 2007) , which would bias the gender difference in reported NBH documented here toward zero. A related worry is that girl children might influence assets through a detrimental effect on marital stability, as suggested by Mammen (2008) and others. There is little evidence to sustain this beyond the U.S. case (Diekmann and Schmidheiny 2004) , and again, the hypothesized direction would bias the differential in NBH toward zero.
arbitrary error into attenuation and endogeneity. Their method builds on the strong assumption that validation data represent the truth, which, as Abowd and Stinson (2013) stress, is usually untenable. A further complication arises in our case due to the composite nature of endogeneity:
ideally we would like to distinguish endogenous misreporting from endogeneity of inputs.
To see how these issues can be dealt with, it is helpful to first describe the approach of Black et al. (2003) . For reasons given above, data collected from parents are generally assumed more reliable. The absence of gender differences also demonstrates that parent reports about nonchildren's books are the only information on NBH that is rid of endogeneity, so it is natural to take this variable as a benchmark for how well we can reasonably hope to measure the variable.
Denote the student and parent reports M s and M p , and assume M p´X " 0. Under the strong assumption of no error in parental data, we can consistently estimate the error, coefficient vector, and residuals as:
Substituting these into equation (3) produces the following least squares decomposition that Black et al. (2003) worked with:
where b s is the naive slope estimate obtained from mismeasured variables, in our case the student data. Particular to our application is that the endogenous component consists of part differential misreporting (η 1 ε), part reciprocal causation due to endogeneity of inputs (ξ 1 ε). In the above decomposition, both get absorbed into the last term. To approximate the relative contribution of each, we can use the fact that PIRLS asks parents a separate question about children's books.
The key assumption will be that M s does not contain any information about ξ, the stochastic component of books, once conditioning on children's books. Write the residuals from a regression of student reports on this variable Ms . Then: (4). Thus we are assuming that once M s has been purged of any variation explained by (parent reported) children's books, the remaining association with residuals p ε can be interpreted as being due to differential misreporting, η.
This might be a strong assumption, for two reasons. One problem is that measurement error in children's books could understate the contribution of endogenous inputs, but this is addressed in the sensitivity analysis to follow. The other problem is that children's books might be reflective of parents' characteristics and not just the child's achievement. This bias will work in the opposite direction, potentially overstating the contribution of inputs. If the latter seems to account for most endogeneity, therefore, this cannot be taken as conclusive evidence that differential misreporting is unimportant. On the other hand, if inputs fail to account for much of the endogenous bias throughout the specifications, the implication would seem to be that differential misreporting is of consequence.
A. Allowing for Error in Parent Reports
To assess robustness to errors in parent reported data, I employ a version of the simulation-extrapolation or simex algorithm for regression deconvolution introduced by Cook and Stefanski (1994) and adapted for categorical data by Küchenhoff, Mwalili, and Lesaffre (2006) . This approach is potentially useful when both sources may be subject to non-classical disturbances, but one of these can credibly be described as a Monte Carlo process using a limited set of parameters. A general motivation of the method is provided by Carroll et al. (2006) , who discuss its theoretical affinities with jackknife estimation and equivalence to the method of moments in simpler linear settings. Despite a wide range of recent applications (e.g., Delaigle, Hall, and Jamshidi 2015, Lockwood and McCaffrey 2015) , it has to my knowledge not been applied to the problem of error in validation data.
As a Monte Carlo based estimator, simex makes minimal parametric assumptions. In particular, it does not impose any distribution on the unobserved regressor(s) X and allows us to maintain a fully arbitrary error structure in student reports, which is essential. The tradeoff is that it requires an explicit specification of the error in the validation data. Here we are guided by prior knowledge: analyses by student gender demonstrate that this error is nondifferential, and it is necessarily categorical and bounded because the variable itself is. Nevertheless, without direct evidence about parents' reliability, some guesswork is inevitable. I therefore simulate several scenarios, to be interpreted as a sensitivity analysis in the spirit of Rosenbaum and Rubin (1983) , Horowitz and Manski (1995) , Hyslop and Imbens (2001) , Bollinger (2003 ), or Kreider (2010 .10
Hypothetical error in parents is described as a 5ˆ5 matrix Π where element π i j states the probability of reporting in category i given true unobserved value j. Three scenarios are assessed, letting 10%, 20%, and 30% of parents misreport.11 The idea is then to: (1) reestimate the model 10 The approach taken here differs from some of these in that, rather than deriving analytical bounds under a 'worst case' scenario, it imposes a more realistic error structure and aims to establish probability limits by Monte Carlo simulation. 11 To structure the off-diagonals, I take errors by c`1 categories to be half as common as by c pě 1q categories within the bounds of the variable, that is, larger deviations are assumed less likely. Assuming under repeated simulation of added noise, (2) fit a regression curve to parameter decay as a function of contamination, (3) extrapolate this curve to the ideal case of no error. For a given error structure, asymptotically unbiased estimates will be recovered as long as parameter decay is a continuous function of incremental noise and the extrapolation function is correctly specified.
Concretely, pseudo data are generated as random draws from the observed data subject to conditional probability Π λ , for successive contamination levels λ fixed on an equidistant grid t0, .25, .5, . . . , 2u and powers of Π obtained via the eigendecomposition Π λ " V D λ V´1. At each level, B " 50 Monte Carlo draws are made, the decomposition reestimated, and an average of the B estimates of each parameter θ is computed as p θ λ . A trend of bias is then established by fitting a parametric function p θ λ " gpλq, here a quadratic polynomial: p θ " γ 0`γ1 λ`γ 2 λ 2 . The last step extrapolates this function to p θ´1, where parameter decay has been 'reversed', figuratively speaking.
Operational choices described in this paragraph are conventional and results are sensitive mainly to the specification of the original input matrix, Π (cf. Carroll et al. 2006 , Küchenhoff et al. 2006 ).
B. Decomposition Results
To illustrate the bias in a simple setting, I estimate a bivariate regression separately for each of I first focus on the limiting case of no error in the validation data, where Table 2 shows point estimates from the decomposition. For countries with low numbers of books, toward the bottom of the table, parent reports yield larger estimates. In countries where aggregate numbers are higher, and therefore, the scope for endogenous underreporting larger, there is less of a consistent pattern: student reports yield estimates that are variously smaller, larger, or of comparable size.
random misclassification naturally causes more rapid parameter decay. I also allow parents' errors to the two questions to be correlated (r «.3) following reasoning in Lubotsky and Wittenberg (2006) . Taking errors to be orthogonal, the role of endogenous inputs remains minor across all specifications but other results remain unchanged. Conversely, allowing maximally correlated errors increases the contribution of endogenous inputs. Lastly, I assume that parents' error is generated independently of the student's. This assumption is not so much empirical as it is conceptual: to the extent that correlated errors exist, these are likely to reflect durable and transmitted attitudes that rather belong in a definition of the target construct. 12 These results do not change appreciably with the inclusion of controls for gender, age, or foreign language use at home.
Of the bias components, endogeneity tends be more variable across countries than attenuation:
the standard deviation of these two statistics across countries is .023 and .050, respectively. The rightmost two columns reveal that differential misreporting accounts for most of the endogenous bias in this specification, about three fourths in the median country, and reciprocal causation only a minor part.
The next question is what happens once we relax the assumption of no errors in the validation data; results are found in Figure 4 . The solid line plots the distribution of country estimates assuming that parents are correct and conveys the same information as Table 2 . Dashed lines show how each set of estimates changes once we allow for the possibility of increased error among parents: 10%, 20%, and 30% misclassified. The most obvious consequence is that p β increases, which shifts the total bias downwards (top, left). At the same time, the variance of p U decreases and these two have offsetting effects on estimated attenuation (top, right). The shift in total bias is instead driven by a corresponding decline in the endogenous component (bottom, left) . This, in turn, is somewhat offset by an increased role for reciprocal causation (bottom, right). The latter fails to account for much of the endogenous bias until we allow an error rate of 20% where it contributes on average about half, while at 30% the balance tips the other way.
Which, if any, of these scenarios is most plausible? Unfortunately there are no data that allow us to assess the reliability of parents, but the answer depends in large part on what we take the proxy to reflect. If we want to learn about the actual number of books, parents are likely to report with considerable error and 30% may be closer to the truth. However, a more common interpretation is in terms of underlying characteristics such as "whether the parents value literary skills" (Ammermueller and Pischke 2009, p. 322) . In this case, parent reports would seem true as a matter of definition, save for chance fluctuation in what would be answered from one occasion to the next. If so, an error estimate of 10% might be more appropriate.
To make intuitive sense of results in a comparative setting, Figure 5 plots the estimate from student reports along with the separate bias components under the (perhaps conservative) scenario of 10% errors in validation data. Dashed lines mark the 10 to 90 percentile range of each bias component. This graph reaffirms the impression that attenuation does not vary markedly across countries. If this was the only source of bias, the impact of family background would be underestimated but about equally much so in all countries. Once we turn to the endogenous component, the picture changes. The variability is larger and clearly contributes to the substantive estimate, so that the cross-country pattern is attributable in part to the extent of endogeneity.
Admittedly, the relative balance of these components shifts once we allow for larger errors in validation data, but endogeneity remains important in all of the specifications above.
C. Relation to Gender Differences
While the decomposition results inevitably depend on assumptions about the error in validation data, gender differences provide more indisputable evidence of endogeneity. A question that we have not asked so far is whether the pattern of endogeneity across countries is consistent depending on whether gender differences or validation reports are used as a guide. One could imagine various ways to go about this, but one way is to run a countrywise regression of student reported values M s on the residuals p ε and multiply this by the estimated gender difference in achievement. This retrieves the expected gender difference in reported categories based on the decomposition, assuming linearity and that gender fulfils the criterion of a valid instrument for achievement (i.e., impacts reported books only through its predictive power for achievement as measured in PIRLS).
Gender is, however, unlikely to satisfy this exclusion restriction. Among other things, gendered parenting practices and the limits of test scores as a measure of achievement entail that the differential in reported books may outsize the model prediction. Indeed, this turns out to be the case by a factor of 2.8 in the median country. But even if absolute comparison of these coefficients is not informative, the relative pattern across countries might be. The cross-country correlation of the two sets of estimates is r=.535 (40 countries). Excluding countries where the majority of students attend single sex schools (Iran, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates) which could bias recruitment into the sample, the correlation rises to r=.688 (36 countries). Corresponding rank order correlations are ρ=.592 and ρ=.705. Given the limits of gender differences as a means of quantifying endogeneity, these results seem to confirm those from the decomposition.
VI. Conclusion
As a proxy for student background, self-reported books in the home are subject to sizeable and systematic errors of observation. Not only do students from bookish homes perform better, but better students also accumulate more books and are better informed about their home libraries.
The resulting endogenous bias leads to associations of an impressive size. But these do not have a meaningful interpretation in terms of the variable's reliability or substantive importance compared to other proxies, and ultimately researchers may be better served by proxies that evince more modest associations.
This example serves as a useful reminder of the caution by Bound et al. (2001, p. 3709 ) that "non-classical measurement error should be taken much more seriously by those who analyze survey data" (cf. Kreider 2010) . In the decade-and-half intervening since their writing, much has been done to generalize the classical model beyond the standard linear case (e.g., Chen et al. 2011, Battistin and Sianesi 2011) , while the assumption of nondifferentiality continues to be invoked as a matter of convention. This is understandable given the inferential obstacles raised by violations of it, but it places a responsibility on applied researchers to proceed with caution.
In a comparative setting, endogenous bias in NBH appears to be more variable than attenuation, distorting cross-country patterns. One source of variation is the aggregate distribution: in countries where many books are the norm, the scope for endogenous underreporting is larger.
Endogeneity also entails that any increase in the variance of achievement will inevitably lead to the impression of an increased family background association. This is perhaps most consequential in designs that attempt to control for unobserved heterogeneity at the country level (e.g., fixed effects or differences-in-differences), which become vulnerable to spurious results because true variation in the underlying association is smaller. Other questions addressed in this literature include whether socioeconomic gaps vary by student age, student gender, or achievement domain such as reading or mathematics. The above analysis suggests that NBH is ill suited as a proxy in each of these cases, as it is plausible that endogeneity differs along several or all of these dimensions. These findings add to an expanding list of difficulties in making policy relevant inferences from student achievement data (Bond and Lang 2013 , Kreiner and Christensen 2014 , Contini and Grand 2015 .
An additional implication concerns models that attempt to identify peer influence on achievement. Researchers since Manski (1993) have been aware of the difficulties confronting the estimation of endogenous (i.e., achievement-on-achievement) effects and resorted to a reduced-form specification with peer composition defined by predetermined characteristics. As an endogenous variable, self-report NBH does not belong in this category and if used risks reintroducing Manski's reflection problem through the back door.
These issues are likely to be exacerbated when attempts at bias correction are made that rely on classical assumptions. For example, Ammermueller and Pischke (2009) instrument parent reported NBH with student reports to compensate for attenuation, as they note is standard when separate reports by two individuals are available. Knowledge of endogeneity here suggests that 'corrected' estimates are probably greatly exaggerated, and 'uncorrected' estimates closer to the truth. Using parent rather than student reports as the instrument is no remedy in this case: the error in student reports is both endogenous and mean reverting, entailing upward bias in either case (Kane et al. 1999 ).
The problems uncovered here are perhaps especially troubling in school surveys, where the same competencies that determine response quality appear as a test score at the left-hand side of the equation. But similar problems arguably threaten to arise in various other areas of survey research. Retrospective reports about childhood NBH have been collected in surveys of adult or elderly respondents in recent years (e.g., Brunello et al. 2015 ). An interesting question beyond the scope of this paper is whether these reports are subject to similar biases, but it is not unreasonable to think that they might be.
Lastly, the presence of large, differential error documented here is of some relevance for a recent argument about how to extract information from several proxies, as raised by Lubotsky and Wittenberg (2006) . They show how, under nondifferentiality, partial coefficients from a multivariate regression can be aggregated so as to minimize attenuation. The problem is that this assumption will rarely if ever be tested, but violations are arguably to be expected when a large number of noisy measures are used. The more standard practice of extracting a common factor among proxies in part alleviates this problem, but potentially at the cost of introducing errors that are correlated across them. Ultimately the issue comes down to choosing among evils, and which strategy is the most credible must be decided from the case at hand. Further investigation of this issue across the relevant empirical contexts would be valuable. Figure 1 : Agreement between students and parents on books in the home in PIRLS 2011. Cohen's κ (left) and Spearman's ρ (right). Each circle represents a country. The items are described in Table 1 and the running text. Median κ estimates from earlier studies are displayed for comparison (dashed lines), sources: (a) West et al. (2001) , Vereecken and Vandegehuchte (2003) , (b) Andersen et al. (2008) , (c) Ensminger et al. (2000) . N (PIRLS)=2, 808-8,487 (per country), 197,387 (total) . Figure 2: Estimated probability from fully interacted logistic regression of students reporting a higher or lower category than parent ('over' and 'underreporting') , by student's achievement decile and parent's reported value. Pooled data from PIRLS 2011, achievement scores standardized at the country level. 95% confidence intervals allowing for clustering on school classes. Underreporting is the most common form of disagreement, and closer associated with (low) achievement than overreporting. N=197,387. Table 2 allowing for error in parent reports: 10%, 20%, and 30% misclassified. For further details on the assumed error structure, see running text and footnote 11. The first three panels correspond to the terms of equation (4) 
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